The only time overprint should come in to effect is when you overprint black text onto
a lighter background, this ensures there are no registration or “fit” issues.
If your text/image is overprinting a lighter shade onto darker shade, this text/image
may not be visible when printed.
“Knockout”:
This does the opposite to overprint. It knocks elements through the ink beneath it and
prints onto the paper. Therefore white text knocking out to a black background will
knock through and show the white of the paper/card, therefore making the text
perfectly visible.
*A good way to check if any of your artwork is “overprinting” or “knocking out”, once
you have made a PDF, is to open it in Acrobat Professional and use the “overprint
preview” feature under the advanced tab.
Section 5 – Booklets
Please supply booklet artwork (unless instructed otherwise) in “printers pairs” ie.
12&1
2&11
10&7
8&9
6&7
Odd numbered pages sit on the right. If you use this rule, you can apply it to any sized
booklet. Please also be aware that the centre pages should be the last pages on your
document.
Section 6 – CD Onbodies
Please ensure your onbody artwork does not include a centre hole or stacking ring, we
will grid this artwork accordingly and will supply a PDF for your approval.
Section 7 - Fonts
If the situation arises where you will need to supply Replication Centre with native
files, we will require all fonts that you have used too. If “TrueType” fonts are used, they
generally come in two parts, a printer file and a screen file. In order for us to use your
fonts successfully we will require you to supply both of these elements. Failure to
supply one part of the font, can result in font corruption/bitmapping or complete font
replacement to something standard such as courier.

Please also ensure that you embed any fonts into your document when supplying PDF
files.
Please contact Martin Johnson or Mark Smith should you have any problems
on 01702 530 357 or artwork@replicationcentre.co.uk

